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Abstract: In this article, we present our own construction process model consisting of 16 stages and
eight phases, which is particularly applicable to large investment projects. In the context of each
project phase, we examine how the appropriate way of scheduling construction processes affects the
problem of the risk of prolonging individual phases and the whole project, as well as of not meeting
deadlines (which is one of the main problems faced by management practitioners in the construction
industry). There are many methods for assessing risk in this context, but they tend to be overly
complex and rarely used by construction practitioners. On the other hand, the risks associated with
potential schedule delays can be considered holistically. One tool that can serve this purpose is the
combined Monte Carlo simulation and Time-at-Risk (TaR) approach, which originates from the world
of finance. We show how the implementation of the process model (individual phases) and the whole
project can be considered in the context of the covariance matrix between all its phases and how
changes in the arrangement of these phases can affect the risk of time extension of the whole project.
Our study is based on simulation data for a large development project (Fort Bema/Parkowo-Leśne
housing estate complex) in Bemowo, a district of Warsaw, carried out between 1999 and 2012. The
entire investment project involved the construction of almost 120,000 m2 of floor space.

Keywords: time schedules; project risk; construction project management; Time-at-Risk (TaR);
investment-construction process model; Monte Carlo simulation

1. Introduction

Time uncertainty is ubiquitous in all disciplines of project planning and scheduling,
yet in the construction industry it is of particular importance [1–6]. In particular, the
uncertainty and risk associated with scheduling is an important aspect of large and complex
construction projects [7–10]. In fact, successful project completion is mainly the result of
a variety of multidirectional and comprehensive activities in the area of the creation of
companies’ intellectual capital, preparation of flexible plans and schedules, and their
posterior implementation [3]. The analysis of completion times for individual activity tasks
as well as entire phases/stages of the construction process should help project managers
understand the factors that influence the final estimate of project duration [1,10].

Among the methods used for project scheduling, the best known (and most commonly
used) are the critical path method (CPM) [11,12] and the programme evaluation and
review technique (PERT) [10]. These methods are based on the determination of minimum
times assigned to individual tasks/activities of the project, without which its realisation
is not possible. More precisely, these tasks are critical activities that have a direct impact
on the overall duration of the project completion. In other words, any change in the
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duration of the critical activities affects the project deadline. However, schedules developed
with the use of these classical deterministic methods represent completely unrealistic
expected project deadlines that are very likely to be exceeded [8]. Methods like CPM
and PERT were criticised by a number of researchers for being not true models of the
construction process. These methods lack the adequacy to model complex logic and
resource constraints in a construction process [13–19]. This form of scheduling seems to
be particularly unsatisfactory for construction projects, where exceeding completion dates
carries heavy penalties [9]. In any project there is also a whole range of activities whose
possible disruption does not always affect the project’s target completion date (in this sense
they are non-critical activities); in such cases there are some flows or slacks, providing a
certain degree of execution flexibility in terms of time buffers. In other words, a float, or
slack is the amount of time by which a project or activity can be delayed without extending
the completion time of the entire project; while the total slack is the amount of time by
which the entire project can be delayed without postponing the ending date of the project.
To some extent the shortcomings of the deterministic methods can be solved with the
Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) method, which addresses resource alignment
(and resource constraints), requiring some flexibility in resource allocation and individual
stages’ starting dates [20]. In other words, an appropriate use of resources plays a key
role in the CCPM method. The results confirm that CCPM can perform better than the
traditional CPM method, which translates into significantly shorter construction times
combined with accurate resource levelling at the early stages [20]. The application of CCPM
leads to a reduction in indirect costs due to shorter project implementation times and a
reduction in direct costs as a result of better allocation of resources and ensuring their
timely availability.

Also, many problems related to project implementation and project management can
be solved with the use of game theory, which allows for the shifting (and appropriate
allocation) of resources between specific activities (and phases/stages) of a project. This
requires some trade-off between the execution times and costs of each activity [21]. That is,
it is possible to reduce the time for a given task by allocating more resources to its execution;
this depletion of resources is later compensated at the expense of the execution times of
some non-critical tasks. It is obviously a good idea to conduct an appropriate cost-benefit
analysis in this context.

In addition to the aforementioned CPM, PERT or CCPM scheduling methods, there
are many others that also find practical application, such as Line of Balance (LOB) [22–26],
Q Scheduling [27,28], Resource Oriented Scheduling [29,30], Last Planner System [31], or
a widespread schedule visualisation method such as Gantt Charts [32,33]. There are also
numerous studies that facilitate accurate analysis and prediction of project delay risks.
These include Bayesian networks [34,35], decision trees and Bayesian classification algo-
rithms [36], Naïve Bayesian (machine learning models) [36], Bayesian Belief Network [37],
logistic regression [38], Markov Dynamic PERT Model [39] and Correlated Schedule Risk
Analysis (CSRA) [20]. It should be noted here that understanding schedules is an important
thing that often determines project success [2,3,40], therefore the more tools and research
findings to help understanding in the area of project scheduling, the better.

Thus, in the context of some studies mentioned above, it is possible to determine/quantify/
model the probability of project schedule delays using various research methods [36–38]. On
the other hand, when analysing the literature on the subject, it is hard not to notice the
lack of appropriate methods that would allow a comprehensive (from the risk control
perspective) assessment of the risk of delays of a construction project, taking particular
account of individual stages of the project. It would be good if such a method accounted for
dependencies between individual stages of the project, and even allowed for conducting
appropriate stress-tests in the context of potential results of changes in the schedules. A
method of this kind exists and works very well in the financial world. It is known as the
Value at Risk (VaR) measure. VaR is a statistic that quantifies the extent of possible financial
losses in a firm, portfolio or position over a specified time period. It is a measure that
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allows to assess the probability of losing a specific value of an investment portfolio and
to simulate the impact of changes in the external environment on the value of the entire
portfolio. In addition, since many interesting solutions are created by transferring already
existing solutions from other fields, it is very likely that applying a solution similar to VaR
would work well with construction projects. To this end, individual stages of the project
can be perceived as a set/collection of stages/activities and can be treated similarly to an
investment portfolio. Instead of VaR in this study we will use Time-at-Risk (TaR), which is
constructed similarly to VaR, although its interpretation is slightly different. TaR represents
a certain quantile for a given probability distribution, so it is similar to VaR; however, TaR
measures the magnitude of risk as time (the time until an adverse event occurs) rather than
value (loss amount). This measure has already been analysed in other research papers, but
in a slightly different context [41,42].

TaR can potentially allow construction practitioners not only to understand the im-
pact of postponing activities/stages/phases, but also to visualise how frequently such
changes are likely to occur. More importantly, the Time-at-Risk approach applied in con-
struction projects can potentially give construction firms and project managers a high
degree of confidence that they are adequately equipped to withstand schedule changes
with minimal losses.

In this study, we present a proprietary model of the investment process and show
how the implementation of its individual stages/phases, as well as the entire project,
can be evaluated in the context of the covariance matrix between time schedules of all
its stages and how their appropriate schedule timing can affect the risk of extending the
implementation time of the entire project. Our study is based on both real and simulation
data for a large development project, Fort Bema in Warsaw (Parkowo-Leśne housing estate
complex), which was implemented in 1999–2012 and involved the construction of almost
120,000 m2 of floor usable space area.

We also review the literature and point out the most important aspects of project
scheduling, describe the research methodology and finally present the results, discussion
and conclusions. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the following part, we
discuss some theoretical aspects related to the topic of our study. In the empirical part that
follows, we focus on the analytical aspects, presentation of data and models, and methodol-
ogy to better understand the intricacies of scheduling in construction and the aspects of the
Time-at-Risk concept. The paper ends with the discussion and final conclusions.

2. Literature Review

One of the most important elements of every construction project management is
the preparation of an appropriate schedule [10,43]. It should be detailed and realistic
so that it reflects all the assumed (planned) activities, stages and whole phases of the
project and facilitates their proper coordination. It is good when the schedule itself is
understandable for all stakeholders involved in the project [32]. Research has clearly shown
that Gantt Charts are the best tool to increase schedule comprehensibility [32]. A well-
developed schedule should indicate important milestones against a timeline, and these
can be considered as starting and ending dates for individual stages and phases. However,
no matter what the project schedule is, it is usually difficult to implement and manage,
and there are many reasons for this, but in general they can all be grouped under the
category of uncertainty around the duration of activities and whole project phases [18].
To begin with, each construction project has very complex characteristics and consists of
thousands of different activities [10], each of which is different. Even when assuming that
these activities/stages are similar to the ones known from previously executed construction
projects it is still difficult to accurately reproduce them in each subsequent project. In
other words, it is difficult to standardise certain activities (in this respect every activity
is project-specific). Therefore, it is difficult to estimate precisely the completion times of
most activities, stages, not to mention the whole projects [18]. In general, there are many
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reasons why the majority of construction projects fail to achieve their objectives, exceeding
the assumed completion times [44].

There is a group of researchers and scientists who attribute the highest proportion of
the total uncertainty associated with a construction project to its early stages [10,45–48].
Adequate risk control related to project scheduling can help to mitigate the uncertainty that
accompanies many construction projects. Therefore, risk management is becoming more
and more important in projects.

The common practise in analysing the uncertainty of times for individual tasks is to
divide the project into several construction processes and to capture the uncertainty of
individual components (elements) probabilistically [1,16].

It is also worth remembering that risk is defined as any change (also positive) with
respect to the assumed objectives [49]. Risk is always seen in the context of both the afore-
mentioned deviations from expectations (both positive and negative) and is quantified by
its probability of occurrence. In any case, in order to manage risks appropriately, they must
first be adequately recognised and quantified by means of an appropriate model [50]. In the
past, network diagram techniques were used for this purpose. Conventional deterministic
methods such as CPM do not address the problem of project uncertainty. The opposite
is true, i.e., these methods imply certainty about the successful completion of each of the
activities under consideration. They indicate certain rigid values for the duration of each
activity and do not take into account different scenarios. As it turns out, however, the
effectiveness of the CPM method is very low, and the probability that it correctly indicates
the duration of any activity does not even exceed 25% [16]. The situation does not look
better when it comes to the PERT method [17–19], which typically underestimates schedule
times in majority of cases [17,19].

According to Kong et al. [16], in order to develop a more realistic schedule, a formal
identification and assessment of project uncertainty is essential. They list a number of
different methods used in project risk analysis (e.g., sensitivity analysis, decision tree
analysis and the Delphi method), accentuating the superiority of Monte Carlo simulations,
which, in their opinion, offer the greatest potential [51,52].

Lindkvist and Soderlund [53] point out the importance of meeting deadlines in the
form of a schedule as a key component of any project. In the same vein, the importance of
the schedule in project development is further underpinned by Dille and Söderlund [54],
who attribute a fundamental importance to the time component in the context of inte-
grating all stakeholders in the project. In this sense, the Gantt method enables what Dille
and Söderlund [54] call isochronism by addressing the temporal positioning of certain
tasks/activities and thus emphasising the importance of timely project completion.

An interesting perspective seems to be that of Yakura [55], who perceives the Gantt
method as a boundary object in the context of time, which leads the parties involved to
perceive the project in concrete (rather than abstract) terms, subject to a common under-
standing that is appropriately communicated between project participants. According to
Geraldi and Lechter [32], while supporting the Gantt method in projects is good, it is impor-
tant that it does not override management efforts, as an excessive focus on time can neglect
other aspects of project management such as project quality, value creation, maintaining
appropriate relationships with other project stakeholders, etc. In this context, Maylor [33]
warns in his work that project management should not be reduced to time management,
especially since time is not necessarily always the decisive criterion for success. There
are many examples where excessive time pressure to complete a project on time has led
to a failure of the project [10,56,57]. The following are examples of such projects [10]: in
Germany, the construction of a railway tunnel in Cologne, the construction of a bypass
around Munich, the destruction caused by underground works that led to the collapse
of the municipal archives building, etc.; in China, the construction of a railway line from
Qinghai province to the Tibetan capital; in the USA, the World Trade Center reconstruction
project; in Brazil, the construction of the Belo Monte dam; in the UK, a delay of more than
2 years in the construction of Terminal 5 of London Heathrow Airport; in Poland, delays in
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the construction of stadiums and road investments, such as the famous extension of the
bridge in Mszana by more than 4.5 years, as well as the construction of a housing estate in
Warsaw’s Wilanów district, which has been dragging on for years, and many others.

Jugdev and Müller [58] point out that increasing pressure for sustainable development,
as well as the customisation of certain solutions (customers expect products and services
tailored to their needs), ensure that the focus on the time component of a project and
performance is not the only important project criteria. According to Geraldi and Lechter [32],
wherever non-time-related project performance criteria are more important than those in
which time plays a key role—placing great emphasis on the use of Gantt charts will not be
justified; the authors point to many projects that are perceived as very successful, although
they did not meet time-related criteria.

According to Flyvbjerg et al. [59,60] and Beckers et al. [61], any negative changes in
project scheduling are among the most important factors undermining successful com-
pletion of construction investments. Therefore, time schedule constraints are a key issue
for every construction company. Sobieraj [10] argues that time overruns are so common
these days that they need to be reflected in project implementation procedures [9,10].
Flyvbjerg et al. [60] see the reasons for this in the (systematically reproduced) overly op-
timistic assumptions (i.e., time, cost and benefit forecasts for such projects) made in the
planning phase. In this respect, the observations of Flyvbjerg et al. [59,60] are in line with
the findings of the studies presented by Bliński [45] and Obolewicz [46], namely that the
conceptual and planning phases are the most important in terms of possible delays and
costs overruns for the entire project. Sobieraj [48] notes that most of the project management
methodologies applied in construction focus on implementation phases, while neglecting
the phases and stages determining the success and quality of the project, i.e., preparation
and adoption of the feasibility study and directions of the local spatial development plan
in cooperation with urban planners, architects and investors [10,48].

Various types of risks with construction project time schedules were analysed with
the use of such methods as naïve Bayesian classifiers [36], Bayesian belief networks [37],
the logit and probit models [38], robustness [62–65], Monte Carlo simulation [66], etc.

Table 1 shows different methods addressing time schedule management in construc-
tion projects.

Different schedule management techniques viewed from construction practitioners’
perspective are presented in Table A2 in Appendix A.

Moreover, Gondia [36] emphasises that many schedule management problems can
be solved thanks to machine learning (a relatively young but rapidly developing method),
which offers an ideal set of techniques that can deal with such complex systems. However,
it must be stressed that the implementation of such techniques is not an easy task, espe-
cially in a sector such as construction; development in this area is still at an early stage.
Nevertheless, Gondia [36] has developed two such models using decision tree and naïve
Bayesian classification algorithms. These algorithms were identified and trained using
a dataset, predicting the extent of project delays. However, it is important to note that
the development of such complex models requires not only the identification of relevant
sources and risk factors of a delay, but also the use of a multidimensional dataset of past
project time performances and risk sources leading to the delays [36]. Risk factors are
active, interdependent, and dynamic, but naïve Bayesian models leverage machine learning
capabilities to facilitate evidence-based decision making to enable proactive project risk
management strategies [36].
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Table 1. Different methods addressing time schedule management in construction projects.

Method Authors Contribution

Naïve Bayesian; machine learning
models; decision tree and naive
Bayesian classification algorithms

Gondia [36] Machine learning models facilitate accurate analysis
and prediction of project delay risks (time overruns).
In the case of Gondia’s [36] study, the evaluation
results show that the naïve Bayesian model provides
better predictive performance for the data studied.

Bayesian networks Khodakarami et al. [34];
Khodakarami and Abdi [35]

Khodakarami et al. [34] used Bayesian network
modelling for project scheduling. They reflect the
causal relationship between these sources of
uncertainty and project parameters. This method has
the advantage (over other methods) of considering
both uncertainty and causality. Khodakarami and
Abdi [35] studied project-related uncertainties by
modelling different factors affecting project
performance. In their study, they quantified different
types of uncertainty by relying on a modelling
method for complex project dependencies such as
common causal factors, formal use of expert opinion,
and learning from data to update prior beliefs
and probabilities.

Bayesian Belief Network (BBNs) Kim et al. [37]

Kim et al. [37] used BBNs as a tool for predicting the
probability of schedule delays. It is a method that
offers great flexibility in accepting inputs and
providing outputs. In addition, BBNs have the
ability to treat the value of a variable as a known
input or to evaluate its probability as an output of
the system. It is a very useful technique for
calculating the probability of events before and after
the entry of evidence and for making predictions
with the use of expert opinions (BBNs do not
necessarily require historical data). Kim et al. [37]
quantified the probability of delays in construction
projects using Bayesian belief networks. The top
main causes of changes in time schedule
construction projects turned out to be the owner’s
financial difficulties, inadequate experience and
financial difficulties of contractors, shortage of
materials, slow site handover, inappropriate
construction methods, defective works and reworks
and a lack of management capacity by
owners/project managers.

Logistic regression Anastasopoulos et al. [38]

The probability of a project having a time delay can
be modelled as a binary outcome variable (1 if there
was a time delay and 0 otherwise). Statistical
approaches for such a model include the standard
probit and logit models. To investigate the
probability of a project delay, Anastasopoulos et al.
[38] used a binary logit model with random
parameters. The results of the model estimation
show that the probability and duration of project
delays are significantly influenced by factors such as
project cost (bid amount), project type, planned
project duration and the probability of bad weather.
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Table 1. Cont.

Method Authors Contribution

Combination of Bayesian networks,
support vector machines and Monte
Carlo simulation to simulate project
outcomes

Fitzsimmons et al. [67]

To improve the performance of critical path
(pre-project) activity scheduling,
Fitzsimmons et al. [67] proposed a method that
integrates Bayesian networks to estimate the
conditional delay probability of an activity based on
its predecessor. It yields much better results than the
traditional Monte Carlo simulations (by 52%). The
Fitzsimmons et al. [67] method relies on data that
originates from 302 completed infrastructure
construction projects; Fitzsimmons et al.’s [67] model
was appropriately trained/calibrated and validated
on a large infrastructure road construction project. It
works well in predicting project delays.

Monte Carlo simulation and
Bayesian network

Namazian et al. [66]

Namazian et al. [66] brought together the Bayesian
network and Monte Carlo simulation methods and
presented the timing of a construction project in the
context of a framework for assessing the overall
impact of risks in such a project.

Confidence based scheduling
procedure (CBSP)

Poh and Lam [1]

Poh and Lam [1] propose a method to determine the
probability distribution of project completion times
by estimating the duration of individual
tasks/activities using confidence-based estimation.

Robustness Bertsimas and Sim [62];
Al-Fawzan and Haouari [64];
Van de Vonder et al. [65];
Jaśkowski [63]

As one of the methods, Van de Vonder et al. [65]
presented robustness, and more precisely, proactive
heuristic methods for robust project scheduling.
According to Al-Fawzan and Haouari [64],
robustness of a schedule means that its validity is
maintained despite small changes in the duration of
processes (activities) and these changes are due to
risks. The development of robust methods is
described by Bertsimas and Sim [62]. Predictive
scheduling with a proactive approach is about
creating schedules that are robust to disturbances
(hence the name—robust schedules).

Markov Dynamic PERT Model Azaron and Ghomi [39]

Refinement of project time duration uncertainty
bounds; this approach estimates the influence of
factors such as war, strikes and inflation that make
activity durations non-static over time. This is an
untested model, but it combines externalities,
deterministic CPM, PERT and correlation in an
interesting way.

Correlated Schedule Risk Analysis
Model (CSRAM)

Ökmen and Öztaş [68]

CSRAM accounts for covariance and correlation
effects with PERT and CPM; it uses simple subjective
inputs for a number of project risks, including
weather factors, soil conditions, labour productivity
and material/resource availability. However,
CSRAM does not address the key problem of
subjectivity and opinion-based analysis, a factor
commonly associated with contract disputes [69,70].
Furthermore, there is a lack of empirical evidence
that this technique is scalable and works across
different types of projects.

A number of different factors need to be taken into account when developing construc-
tion projects schedules, including weather [71,72] and macroeconomic factors/conditions
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(external factors are unpredictable and cannot be controlled) [73]. Bragadin and Kähkö-
nen [74] emphasise the importance of a quality schedule and attribute to it an important
role in reducing delays in project implementation and achieving agreed outcomes and
benefits (deliverables) [75]. A high-quality schedule is interpreted by the above authors as
an optimal and feasible plan of activities. The quality of a schedule can be improved by
contrasting expected results with resource and spatial constraints and technical knowledge,
avoiding subjectivity and uncertainty by optimising all activities (groups of activities) to
produce an achievable schedule/action plan [74].

Good scheduling technique aims to minimise the possibility of project delays [10]. This
includes taking time risk into account when planning construction projects and factoring in
adequate time reserves (i.e., slacks) for activities or whole groups of activities that carry
relatively high risks of delays/disturbances.

Also, Ortiz-González et al. [76] highlight the gap between construction theorists and
practitioners and the low willingness of construction practitioners to utilise theoretical
solutions/methods, resulting in a high degree of subjectivity in the assessment of time risk
in construction projects [76].

The fact is that the vast majority of errors in investment projects can be avoided, or
at least their impact on the whole process reduced, if appropriate tools are used to create,
visualise and manage schedules. Appropriate mathematical (statistical) models can be
helpful in this regard. One such approach is robustness [62,64,65] and predictive scheduling
with a proactive approach [63].

According to Mubarak [77], the uncertainty surrounding a construction project makes
scheduling an extremely difficult task. In order to better understand the problems associ-
ated with the time element in the preparation of schedules, it is necessary to understand
detailed historical records and make appropriate calculations.

The paper focuses on schedules, however, in the empirical part (case study analy-
sis) there are many references to individual stages and phases of the investment process,
therefore this issue cannot remain unaddressed also in the theoretical part. A review of
the literature on this topic reveals significant differences in the approach to defining and
representing construction investment processes. The discrepancies concern the nomencla-
ture itself, the individual stages and phases of an investment project, and the list of specific
activities and measures that make up each stage/phase [46]. It should also be remembered
that the discrepancies are due to the fact that every investment project is different. This
is why practitioners and scholars often argue about how to present individual stages and
phases/activities of a construction investment process. For example, Biliński [45] divides
each investment-construction process into three stages, i.e., preparation of the investment
project (stage A), activities preceding the commencement of works (stage B) and construc-
tion works, followed by maintenance of the building facility (stage C). Grzywiński [78]
describes four stages of the construction process and, within each of them, outlines the
activities to be performed from the investor’s perspective. The stages of the investment pro-
cess that he distinguishes pursuant to the construction legal framework are determination
of the legal status and purpose of the property (stage 1), elaboration of the development
conditions and preparation of the construction works (stage 2), obtainment of the construc-
tion permit and execution of construction works (stage 3) as well as obtainment of the
operation permit and commencement of operation/exploitation of the building facility
(stage 4). Zabielski [79] distinguishes four project phases, namely determination of the
location conditions for a given investment, preparation of appropriate documentation,
execution of construction works and exploitation of construction facilities. In each of these
phases he identifies appropriate actions of legal, administrative and factual character. In
turn, Dzierżewicz and Dylewski [80] describe an investment process through the prism of
legal norms and provide a detailed description of its four phases and stages, i.e., stage 1,
in which the conditions for the development and land use are established, stage 2, which
consists in preparing the investment for its realisation, stage 3, which involves the im-
plementation of the investment itself, and stage 4, which relates to the maintenance of
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the completed construction facility [80]. Strzelecka et al. [81] introduce five phases of the
construction investment process, i.e., formulation of the project (pre-investment phase),
analytical and research activities (divided into two phases), execution of construction works
(execution phase) and the use (exploitation phase). Połoński [82] describes the construction
investment process as consisting of three stages, i.e., investment preparation for realisation
(phase 1), investment execution (phase 2) and operation of completed construction facilities
(phase 3, otherwise known as the exploitation phase) [80]. He defines the investment pro-
cess as a sequence of coordinated activities and actions of legal, organisational, technical,
technological and financial nature, which as a whole lead to the realisation and subsequent
use (exploitation) of the planned construction investment within a specified period of time
and within certain limited financial resources. Baryłka and Baryłka’s [83] approach differs
from those described above in that it clearly separates the part of the construction process
associated with the preparation and implementation of the investment process from the
use and decommissioning part. In total, they identify four stages of the investment process.
Obolewicz [46] points to a wide variety of interpretations of the elements of the investment
process in construction and makes an effort to systematise them [46]. As a result, each
construction object (investment) is created based on a different set of activities that make up
the whole investment process. This is due to the fact that many different factors determine
the final outcome of the investment completion. For investors and practitioners in the
construction industry, however, it is not so much the process itself that is important as
the ratio of implementation costs to the original investor cost estimates. To understand
the structure of such costs, it is worth reaching for the Dutch experience described by
Biliński [45]. Namely, on its basis we know that the very conceptual phase of a construction
investment has the greatest impact on its overall cost (up to 200–300%) [45]. It is followed
by the preliminary design phase, the influence of which on the total cost of the project is
estimated to be between 40% and 80%. On the other hand, the influences of the execu-
tive project and the implementation phase are much smaller and amount to 15–30% and
5–10%, respectively. Although these studies are not new, the sense of these experiences—as
Biliński aptly notes—is meaningful [45]. Put another way, it is the conceptual phase that
should receive the most attention, as its impact on the subsequent total cost of the project is
the greatest. Unfortunately, as Obolewicz [46] notices, in the Polish reality, investors are
particularly keen on reducing the investment implementation time as much as possible,
which in practice results in limiting the time that is devoted specifically for preparation
of an investment [46]. In an attempt to find a recipe for keeping the investment budget in
check and completing it according to the original timeline, Obolewicz [46] points to the
need for careful execution of the investment preparation stage, and for shortening as much
as possible the execution stage of the investment itself (as this is when the accumulation
of resources takes place) and maintaining integration and coherence of all stages of the
investment process. In the latter respect, the institution of the substitute investor is of key
importance, as it makes it possible to coordinate all activities and actions that are part of the
construction investment process (e.g., civil-legal, administrative-legal, design, consultation,
financial, and those related to construction works or operation of the completed building
facility itself).

The use of an appropriate investment process model is essential in this study, as
scheduling involves potential shifts between individual stages of such a process. In this
sense, it constitutes a certain framework with which it is possible to describe and encapsu-
late every investment project. At the same time, an appropriate timing of individual stages
of the investment process and any changes with regards to their synchronisation can be
viewed as schedule management.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Fort Bema Housing Estate Complex (Parkowo-Leśne Housing Estate)

The project included the design and construction of a large residential complex
in Warsaw-Bemowo, the modernisation of the Bemowo Sports and Recreation Centre,
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the relocation of the burdensome WZL-4 military production unit, the rehabilitation of
140 hectares of neglected military land acquired from the municipality and located in the
immediate vicinity of Fort Bemowo, the replacement of the worn-out, highly inefficient tech-
nical infrastructure with new infrastructure with parameters that allowed the use of the site,
the elimination of the particularly dangerous railway crossing at Księcia Bolesława street
and the construction of a viaduct in this place, a functional connection of the residential
areas of the Bemowo district with the recreational and sports area.

More precisely, the whole project was implemented in the period 1999–2012 and
included eight parts, namely, the construction of (1) housing complexes at Osmańczyka
Street, (2) infrastructure (networks, roads), (3) buildings of Acciona Real Estate, (4) build-
ings of Dom Development, (5) buildings of SBM “Idealne Mieszkanie” housing cooperative,
(6) buildings of PBM Południe Development, (7) a multi-storey car park and (8) accompa-
nying facilities (flyovers, sports facilities, communal infrastructure, etc.). Figure 1 illustrates
the construction site of the Parkowo-Leśne housing estate complex (the picture of the site
was taken in October of 2004).
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3.2. Construction Process Model and Time Schedules

The literature on the subject lacks a comprehensive investment–construction process
management model encompassing many specific stages of the whole investment process,
i.e., from the idea of the project itself, through its forecasting, development of a spatial
development study, adoption of local spatial plans (with the participation of architects and
developers) [48], planning, scheduling, execution and commissioning for operation, closing
with the removal of all defects and imperfections after 3 years of exploitation and assessing
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as to whether the assumptions concerning the parameters of use have been achieved after
this period. The lack of such a model often results in numerous implementation prob-
lems, leading to longer investment execution times and, ultimately, higher than expected
construction costs (sometimes even a few times higher than anticipated).

Based on the literature on the subject, as well as by analysing a case study of the imple-
mentation of a large complex of housing estates in the Warsaw agglomeration (comprising
eight smaller project parts executed in the period 1999–2012), 16 stages of the investment
process have been identified. The model consists of 16 stages, grouped into eight phases
of the investment process: conceptual phase (project initiation), planning phase (design),
preparation phase (design), execution phase (construction), exploitation phase (operation),
two project completion phases (investment efficiency evaluation)—evaluation just after
project completion and second evaluation after initial operation period.

In conclusion, the paper uses a proprietary investment process model, which addresses
the deficiencies of the construction process model outlined in the Literature Review section.
Different stages and phases of the investment process are illustrated in Figure 2 and their
detailed description is presented in Table A1 in Appendix A.

Individual stages of the entire investment process (that was used for the realisation
of Fort Bema housing estate complex) and the execution times of its all stages/phases are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Different stages of the Fort Bema investment process grouped in eight phases.

Activities/Phases/Stages Abbreviation Execution Time in
Months

Opportunity study OS 2

Participation in local spatial development plan approvals PLSDPA 11

Conceptual stage CONCS 6

Pre-feasibility study PFS 1

Implementation planning stage—phase I IPSP1 3

Implementation planning stage—phase II IPSP2 5

Arrangements stage and execution of construction documentation ASECD 81

Developing a detailed investment management map DDIMM 6

The stage of obtaining and securing financing (feasibility study) SOSF 6

The stage of executing executive documentation SEED 69

Stage of selecting general contractor(s) and verification of executive documentation SSGCVED 69

Project implementation stage PIS 93

Commissioning stage COMMS 16

Evaluation stage of obtaining results and effects of the project (1st phase of project
closing) ESOREP 1

Phase of drawing up proposals for future implementation after Project Closure Phase I PDPFIPCP1 1

Initial operation stage (usually 3 years of warranty and guarantee) IOS 102

The stage of final evaluation of the results and effects of the project (II stage of project
closing) SFEREP2 1

Phase of drawing up proposals for future implementation after Phase II of the project
closure PCPFIPCP2 II 1
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To better illustrate the durations of the individual construction stages in the context of
a timeline, a typical Gantt chart used to reflect time schedules in various types of projects is
presented below (see Figure 3).
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In the following Section 3.3 we will also show how to visualise the layout of individual
stages of the project, which is best illustrated by Gantt charts widely used in investment
projects, and activity-on-node (AON) graphs.

3.3. Research Method

In order to explain the research method used in this paper, in addition to the investment
process model described above, we need to characterise the interdependencies between
individual stages/phases of the project. These will later form the basis for determining
the covariance matrix. Finally, we discuss the Time-at-Risk (TaR) method and the PERT
distributions used in the Monte Carlo simulation, which were employed to simulate
schedule changes in the context of the most likely values.

3.3.1. Relationships between Individual Stages of the Project

To better illustrate the dependencies between individual project stages, we use the
method described in the paper by Gonçalves-Dosantos et al. [21]. There are four types
of relationships between the activities undertaken in a project (the different stages are
subject to the same principle), namely finish–start (FS), start–start (SS), finish–finish (FF),
and start–finish (SF):

FS type: If an activity i ∈ N precedes FS type to j ∈ N, then j cannot start until activity
i has finished.

SS type: If an activity i ∈ N precedes SS type to j ∈ N, then j cannot start until activity
i has started.

FF type: Finish to finish (FF). If an activity i ∈ N precedes FF type to j ∈ N, then j
cannot finish until activity i has finished.

SF type: Start to finish (SF). If an activity i ∈ N precedes SF type to j ∈ N, then j cannot
finish until activity i has started.

In principle, not all types of relationships need to find their representation in every
project, but usually at least the first two types of precedence (i.e., FS and SS) exist in all of
them. The following is a schematic of the precedences occurring between the individual
stages of Parkowo-Leśne Housing Estate Complex Project (see Table 3).
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Table 3. Case of “Parkowo-Leśne” estate complex project: Types of precedence between individual
stages of the project.

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Finish–start (FS) type of precedence NA 1 NA 2, 3 4 5 NA NA NA 9 NA 9 NA 12 NA NA

Start–start (SS) type of precedence NA NA 2 NA NA NA 6 6,7 8 NA 10 NA 12 NA 14 13

Finish–finish (FF) type of precedence NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 15

Start–finish (SF) type of precedence NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Durations 2 11 6 1 3 5 81 6 6 69 69 93 16 1 1 102

The relationships between different stages of the construction process can be better
illustrated with the use of the activity-on-node (AON) graph (see Figure 4). Individual
activities carried out in a project can be represented in a similar way.
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(squares) and the precedences of the various types, FS, SS, FF, SF, in the arcs (arrows). Nodes in red
indicate critical activities.

3.3.2. Correlation Matrix

The relationships between different project stages are important and should be ade-
quately reflected in the risk analytic tools, as they affect the accuracy of duration estimates
for the whole investment process. However, these correlations are rarely studied and there
are theoretical and practical obstacles when modelling them. For the sake of this study, a
correlation matrix was created taking into account the individual phases/stages and their
expected completion times over the entire project duration (see Figure 5).
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3.3.3. Time-at-Risk (TaR) and Monte Carlo Simulation

As for the Time-at-Risk, Kovalenko and Sornette [42] proposed the concept of time@risk
in the context of building a particular diagnostic system that provides continuous updates
of possible scenarios and their probabilistic weights reflecting the diagnosis of hazardous
regimes to target different types of instabilities. Such a system, based on the time@risk
approach, could be used in many areas, e.g., to signal the possible occurrence of a crisis,
provide insights for the adoption of appropriate policy measures and allow the assessment
of future scenarios according to the chosen policy.

The Time-at-Risk (TaR) concept proposed by Bolgorian and Raei [41] differs from
the concept proposed by Kovalenko and Sornette [42]. It is a quantile-based approach
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that refers to the Value-at-Risk (VaR) concept known from the financial world and is
based on a probability distribution function (PDF) of the return times of peaks above the
threshold value.

The method on which the study is based uses a function that simulates random
variables with a PERT distribution (where each project stage has an assumed duration
given in the original project documentation). The appropriateness of the use of PERT
distributions, which are a special case of beta distributions, has already been addressed in
other studies [16,84,85]. Naturally, researchers polemicize on this issue. Some justify the
superiority of Weibull distributions [67,86]. Without going into special details, we choose
PERT-distributions since they are easier to implement in the R package and they give the
possibility to individually define the extremes and the most likely value (i.e., mode), which
has already been defined for the Fort Bema project (see Tables 2 and 3).

PERT belongs to the group of continuous probability distributions that are charac-
terised by its minimum (a), most likely (b) and maximum (c) values that a variable can take.
PERT is derived from the transformation of a four-parameter beta distribution for which
the expected value is: E[X] = a+4b+c

6 = µ. The PERT distribution has the characteristic
property that its mean (of the distribution) is weighted by the (minimum and maximum)
extrema values and the most likely value (mode), with the latter weighted (four times)
more heavily than the former [87]. The original rationale for applying this distribution
was to address the impact of the uncertainty surrounding the duration of tasks on the
performance of a project schedule evaluated using the Programme Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT), one of the most popular methods for scheduling [87].

Unlike the triangular distribution, the PERT distribution uses the minimum, maximum
and most likely parameters to create a smooth curve (Figure 7).
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From a mathematical perspective, the standard deviation of PERT distribution is equal
to about 1/6 of a range [87,88]. It is well suited for any risk assessment that seeks to
address (reflect) uncertainties in the value of some measure, specifically when one relies
on some subjective estimates to quantify such a measure. In this regard, the minimum,
maximum and most likely (mode) values are somehow intuitive, and they enable definition
of the distribution at the researcher’s discretion. To simulate the PERT distributions in the
study, we use R packages (such distributional and ggdist) [89], and the simulation itself is
performed with the rpert function.

The PERT distribution is also often compared with the triangular distribution (since it
relies on the same parameters), but in contrast to the latter, the former is characterised by a
smoother curve shape. In the case of a triangular distribution, the most likely value is not
weighted in any particular way. Hence its mean µ can be expressed as: µ = a+b+c

3 .
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The triangular distribution features with an angular shape, while the PERT distribu-
tion with a smoother shape (the difference is characteristic for subjective knowledge-type
distributions). However, if the PERT distribution is strongly skewed, the extreme values
may be underestimated [90]. One solution for controlling the risk specifically for construc-
tion schedules can be obtained with the use a modified PERT distribution [91], whereby the
there is more control over tail values. Such a modified PERT distribution has an additional
parameter by which the weight of the most likely value can be arbitrarily determined (the
mean of this distribution can be expressed as: µ = a+γb+c

γ+2 ).
As for the Monte Carlo simulation method, there are numerous studies based on this

approach. Barraza [92], for example, used Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the time
unpredictability of project activities. Tokdemir et al. [23] proposed a method to assess
the risk of delay in projects planned according to the line-of-balance method (LOB) and
used Monte Carlo simulation to quantify the risk. Kirytopoulos et al. [93] investigated
the importance of using historical information and the correct choice of distribution when
estimating activity duration for the Monte Carlo simulation process. Vanhoucke [94]
used Monte Carlo simulation and empirical project data from schedule risk analysis and
earned value management process and proposed measures of project control efficiency.
Additionally, Kong et al. [16] show explicitly the benefits of using Monte Carlo simulation
to assess risk in practical scheduling. These are just a few examples, of which there are
many more. A very thorough overview of many construction-related studies based on
Monte Carlo simulations can be found in the paper by Koulinas et al. [95].

The method that we use yielded the deviations from the expected (most likely) com-
pletion times for each stage of the construction process. For this purpose, the Monte Carlo
method was used (with 10,000 repetitions). In the next step, a covariance matrix was ob-
tained taking into account the dependencies between schedules of individual project stages.
Subsequently, the TaR of the entire project was calculated, i.e., for the entire “portfolio of
stages”, assuming that the weights of all project phases add up to 100%. The weights were
calculated based on the durations and investment levels of each stage of the entire project.

Given a confidence level of p ∈ (0, 1) and assuming that the number of random
samples s (of deviations from the estimated schedules) with α equal to a certain quantile of
the distribution, we would like to determine the change in ∆T(α) over time for the whole
project (schedules).

Let Gα(x) be the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ∆T(α). Since the time
change is ∆T(α) ≥ 0, then we can define the TaR as a quantile of the CDF for a given p as
p = P[∆T(α) ≥ TaR] = Gα(TaR).

Assuming that the project developer expects to complete all project phases in a period
shorter than TaR, with a given α and probability p, which means that time, T, changes
∆T(α) ≤ 0, the probability p with respect to TaR can be expressed as follows:

p = P[∆T(α) ≤ TaR] = 1− P[∆T(α) ≥ TaR] = 1− Gα(TaR)

Consequently the p− quantile of Gα(x) for the CDF of Gα(x) and a given confidence
level of p ∈ (0, 1) is TaRp = xp = in f {x|Ga(x) ≥ p}, where inf denotes the lowest real
number. Therefore, the tail behaviour of the CDF of Gα or its quantile is a condition
necessary for approaching TaR calculation.

In summary, the combined Monte Carlo simulation and TaR calculation is based on
certain assumptions, some of which may change depending on project expectations:

1. Time deviations from the expected project stages’ completion times, simulated with
different type of a distribution, e.g., PERT, triangular or Weibull.

2. Covariance matrix reflecting the relationship between different project stages.
3. Monte Carlo simulation with a certain number of repetitions (e.g., 10,000).
4. A given confidence level of p ∈ (0, 1), and quantile of the distribution, for which the

TaR value is determined.
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4. Results

The method described in Section 3.3 allows the calculation of the Time-at-Risk for the
entire project. Table 4 shows the TaR results for the 95 and 99 quantiles. Scenario A is the
baseline scenario, assuming no changes to the schedule. The simulation was performed
using the Monte Carlo technique with 10,000 repetitions. A PERT distribution of times for
each stage of the investment process was assumed, with the most likely duration defined in
the project documents and shown in Tables 2 and 3. The results show that project managers
have to allow for a time delay of up to 4.47 and 6.35 quarters, resulting from the 95 and
99 quantiles, respectively. Of course, these are extreme values, which in fact represent the
fifth and first percentiles of the least favourable trajectories of the investment process (when
arranged in order from 1 to 10,000, i.e., from least favourable to most favourable). Such a
view of the project and its associated schedule is the essence of the Time-at-Risk method.
While managers do not have to expect such an extremely unfavourable development during
the implementation of the entire process as indicated by the Time-at-Risk times shown in
Table 4, they cannot rule out the worst-case scenario. Knowing these times allows them to
be aware of what to expect if many elements of the project implementation fail.

Table 4. Different scenarios reflected in time schedules.

Time-at-Risk (TaR)
(in Quantiles) Scenario A Scenario B 1 Scenario C 2

99% quantile 6.35866 6.77638 6.15269
95% quantile 4.47752 5.12026 4.40843

1 Shift in stages: ASECD/seven stage/(three quarters) and SSGCVED/11 stage/(four quarters). 2 Each of the
following phases: SEED/10 stage/, SSGCVED/11 stage/, COMMS/13 stage/, and IOS/16 stage/started one
quarter earlier and ended earlier.

All calculations were done in R-Studio using the packages Distributional and Perfor-
manceAnalytics. In the case of Scenarios B and C, some changes in the timing of some
stages of the investment project were assumed. In the case of Scenario B, Stages 7 and 11
were postponed by 3 months (in line with previous slack assumptions). Scenario C results
in a slightly lower TaR as it assumes a one month earlier start of four phases (10th, 11th,
13th and 16th), which slightly reduces the risk of project extension.

The use of PerformanceAnalytics package allows for reflecting the contribution of
each stage to the overall TaR measure. For example, one of the stages with the largest con-
tribution to TaR is the project implementation stage (PIS) whose deviations from assumed
time schedules are shown in Figure 8. The histograms and Q–Q plot shows that PERT
distribution was used to simulate changes from the assumed time schedules.

More importantly, different project stages can also be visualised in the context of their
time completion distribution across the timeline of the whole project (see Figure 9). The
individual distributions of changes in time schedules are based on the PERT distribution
(more outliers in its right tail).
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5. Discussion

In a construction project where time really means money, schedule management is
crucial. Therefore, predicting the probability of time overruns plays a key role in project
success or failure. It is also much easier to manage what can be quantified. Therefore,
project managers should know the probability of time overruns so that they can take the
necessary preventive or corrective actions.

Researchers have developed various quantitative methods for assessing time schedules
in construction projects. The aim is to examine the reliability of the project schedule taking
into account available probabilistic information accounting for potential disruptions that
may occur during project execution. We use the Time-at-Risk (TaR) metric, which is a static
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measure of risk. More specifically, it is a quantile that reflects a particular feature of the
probability distribution of the underlying value, i.e., time changes of the whole project and
the contributions of its individual stages. In this respect, a quantile represents a certain part
of the data set (time duration of all project stages) and indicates how many values in its
distribution are above a certain threshold value. This paper shows a practical application
of the TaR approach, which provides a realistic view of the feasibility of project schedules
within anticipated time windows. In short, we used this approach to assess the reliability
of performing a project according to the anticipated schedule time span. The analysed case
was the construction of a residential complex (Fort Bema, situated in the Warsaw-Bemowo
district), realised on 148 hectares of land and comprising almost 120,000 m2 of usable floor
area of residential units. The construction of such a large residential complex took a total
of 128 months. In particular, TaR allows visualising the risk of time changes related to
the project as a whole, as well as to each individual stage. TaR enables the assessment of
the uncertainty surrounding each project. It is a tool that helps managers create a realistic
project plan that can be used as a guide to manage individual project stages/phases or
even specific tasks, as well as to monitor the entire project and its expected completion
time. This method, in combination with Monte Carlo simulation, where time lags (i.e.,
deviations in the execution times of specific stages or even tasks/activities themselves)
are sampled, allows for arbitrary assumptions tailored to the specifics of each stage/task.
The MC method allows for certain assumptions about the distribution of time offsets in
specific stages of the project. For example, triangular distributions can be assumed instead
of PERT distributions for short phases such as the realisation of the opportunity study
(OS) or for the conceptual phase (CONC), while Weibull distributions can be used for
the other longer implementation stages (such as the arrangement stage and execution
of construction documentation [ASECD], or the project implementation stage [PIS]), as
they are inherently characterised by fat tails on the right (and thin tails on the left) side
of their distributions [67,86]. According to Abdelkader [86], the variation in the duration
of activities/processes is best described by a Weibull distribution. However, we use
PERT-distributions since they are easier to implement in the R package and they give the
possibility to individually define the extremes and the most likely value, which has already
been defined for the project under study.

Viewing a construction project through the prism of a series of sequential or parallel
stages of the investment process makes it possible to improve the quality of implementation
of the entire project. From the perspective of the risks associated with the project (assessed
a priori), postponing the implementation of some stages, e.g., stage 7 and 11, by three
quarters does not necessarily imply the risk of not meeting the final completion date of
the project, provided, of course, that such postponements occur within a given timeframe
of the project. In the case of the Parkowo-Leśne housing estate in Warsaw, this time span
totalled 128 months (or 54 quarters). More precisely, if postponements of certain phases
(in accordance with the original assumptions of the project) take place within a given
time horizon, the quantified risk of delays in implementation is negligible. In the case of
Scenario B (Table 4), it increased merely 0.42 of a quarter (99-quantile). However, if the
individual stages were implemented one after the other, the risks in realising the entire
project would be much higher. In this context, much depends on the synchronisation of
the realisation of the individual project phases and the covariance matrix, which reflects
the dependencies between the different phases and stages of the project. It is advisable
to carry out these stages/activities in parallel, of course only if this is possible. For this
purpose, it is advisable to develop a suitable implementation strategy, e.g., the formation of
different teams that work in parallel and independently of each other. At the same time,
the work of all teams should be coordinated by one person who has supervision over all
teams. A similar method is used by some Silicon Valley technology companies that are
leaders in bringing new technological solutions to market. Their aim is to significantly
shorten their project schedules when working on new innovative technologies. One such
technology company has established for this purpose three independent project teams that
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work independently in parallel [57,96]. The overlapping work schedules of all the teams
is supposed to ensure that the final product is released to the market three times faster
than it would be if a single team had worked alone. The difference, however, is that in the
case of these technology giants, it is important to compete with the biggest competitors
to see which one of them manages to deliver the new technology first (because the first
usually skims the cream of the market) [97]. For construction companies, the situation is
somewhat different. Nevertheless, the very idea of treating individual project phases (and
the project as a whole) as a portfolio of certain stages or activities, while paying attention to
their diversification wherever possible, seems to be reasonable. To understand this better, it
is useful to use an analogy to the financial world, and more specifically, to the measure of
value-at-risk (VaR) used by financial institutions for stress-testing and risk control. Stress
tests are risk management tools widely used by both institutional investment managers
and regulatory authorities. Value-at-risk calculates the worst case loss over a given time
period that won’t be exceeded with a given level of confidence.

The TaR we describe in this article plays a similar role to VaR’s in evaluating a port-
folio of assets for some investment fund or other financial institutions. In the case of a
construction project, the portfolio comprises the phases/stages of the project, which, like
the assets in an investment portfolio, may be subject to a certain diversification (thanks to
time buffers), while the equivalent of value-at-risk in this case is Time-at-Risk. Looking at a
project in this way can also allow the efficiency of entire projects to be improved. Similarly
to VaRs in the investment portfolio of an investment fund, TaRs for construction companies
with large investment projects can be used to perform stress tests in the context of the final
completion times of such projects. Stress tests can be used to test changes in individual
stages of a project to see how this affects the overall schedule. This type of method seems
to be a good tool for controlling risks in a project.

It should also be noted that as new technologies are developed, the perception of
the investment process is changing. There is an increasingly noticeable trend towards
structuring the entire investment process [98]. It consists in the standardisation of all
processes, the development of rules to ensure that each phase is carried out in an identical
or similar way for each type of project, and the identification of sequences of repetitive
activities aimed at standardising management processes with regard to planning and
execution activities.

The standardisation and unification of all procedures, which has been taking place
for some time, aims to minimise the impact of random events that cannot be excluded in
the forward planning and scheduling of an investment. This manifests itself in the imple-
mentation of clearly defined regulations and specific rules, but also in the dissemination of
knowledge in the field of project management, e.g., through management methodologies
such as PMBoK or PRINCE2 [99], and more effective methods of achieving objectives, such
as the control of construction progress or the application of standard contract terms, e.g.,
FIDIC [9,10,100].

It should also be emphasised that in the course of preparation and implementation of
any investment project, disruptions will always occur. They are caused by the accumulation
of various processes and factors and their interaction with each other. Project managers
should also pay close attention to how logistics management activities are affected. Last
but not least, all phases and activities of an investment project should be addressed and
formulated in a comprehensive manner. They should be appropriately arranged and the
relationships between them and the order in which they should be carried out should be
defined. For this purpose, it is recommended to use Gantt charts, table of precedences and
AON graphs such as the ones presented in this paper. In other words, the realisation of
the investment project requires an appropriate arrangement of all stages/phases of the
investment process and its individual activities. Against this background, the authors have
developed their own model of the investment process, which is presented in this study
(consisting of 16 stages grouped into eight phases).
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Finally, it is worth highlighting one important limitation of one particular case study.
It is rather problematic and impractical to make generalisations on the basis of one case
study. Obviously, the best solution would be to collect relevant data for hundreds or even
thousands of projects (preferably similar ones) and use historical distributions. It would
then be possible to arrive at some generalisations. However, this is extremely difficult
to achieve. Besides not all investors (and substitute investors) would have a motive to
share such information (for some, possible disclosure of data on delays could have a very
negative impact on their reputation), even if they were willing to provide such information
(subject to anonymity), it would still be an extremely big logistical challenge to collect
such data. For all intents and purposes, the case study and risk analysis that we present is
aimed at providing a certain way of looking at the project and the risks that accompany
the schedules. This was inspired by seeking analogies to the methods used in the capital
markets and the VaRs. Drawing other analogies from the financial world, construction
stakeholders wishing to adopt some more practical risk management models may seek to
identify some of the largest realised historical outliers. To put it another way, they can create
databases of the largest delays in other similar projects and these outliers (the most severe
historical delays in schedules) can be taken as a reference point (i.e., the worst plausible
scenario). To use an example from the capital markets, risk managers often use models in
which the worst possible scenario is the worst loss amount that has materialised in the past
(over a certain period of time).

Also, the validity of the approach used in this study is somehow strengthened by the
Monte Carlo simulation, which, according to some researchers, offers the greatest potential
in comparison to other methods, such as, e.g., sensitivity analysis, decision tree analysis or
the Delphi method [16,51,84].

6. Conclusions

Scheduling of construction projects has attracted much attention in academic research,
leading to numerous publications in the field. Authors have proposed various solutions to
create effective schedules for construction projects. However, many of the current solutions
are purely theoretical and often impractical for existing construction projects.

The paper presents a practical application of the combined Monte Carlo and Time-at-
Risk (TaR) methods, which, under certain assumptions, can be used to estimate the risks
associated with scheduling a construction project conducted in conditions of uncertainty.
TaR is defined here as the maximum time deviations expected to be experienced within
a given time window, at a pre-defined confidence level. For example, if the 95-quantile
TaR is 4.477 quarters (as was the case for the Fort Bema project analysed in the study), it
means that there is 5% confidence that over the course of the entire project there is going to
be a delay of that magnitude. In other words, TaR is the time corresponding to a certain
percentile of the most extreme deviations from the assumed duration of the entire project
(from the right tail of the distribution, which is the product of a Monte Carlo simulation for
10,000 trials; the MC procedure simulates the distributions of deviations from the assumed
durations of all the stages within the overall investment process). As some of the stages are
carried out in a sequential order and some in parallel (they are associated with so-called
slacks), the total duration of the project is not the sum of the durations of its individual
stages. The final result also depends on the covariance matrix between the schedules of
individual stages of the entire project, which can be well illustrated by a Gantt chart. In
turn, the type of relationship between individual project stages can be best illustrated with
an activity-on-node (AON) graph and a correlation (or covariance) matrix. To put things in
another way, the final project completion times, i.e., the deviations of the project duration
from the time assumed in the documentation, simulated with the use of the Monte Carlo
method, are not linear combinations of sampled deviations of the duration of individual
project stages.

The final conclusion is that the method presented makes it possible to quantify the
risk involved in carrying out a construction project. To do this, one needs a good model
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of the investment process (which we present in this study) and certain assumptions with
regards to the duration of individual stages of the investment process. In addition, certain
assumptions must be made about possible deviations from the assumed durations of the
individual stages (which can be described with a suitable distribution, e.g., a PERT or
triangular distribution or even a Weibull distribution). A Monte Carlo simulation is then
performed, and a new distribution is created from which the TaR can be determined.

On the other hand, the risk of time lags associated with any project can be considered
from a qualitative perspective by running parallel activities wherever possible. It is also
important to model the investment process itself, where great importance should be at-
tached to both the conceptual and planning phases, as this is where the seeds are sown
for future chains of events that both extend project duration and lead to excessive costs.
In this regard it is obviously a good idea to conduct an appropriate cost–benefit analysis.
Such a conclusion is also in line with the research findings discussed by Bilinski [45] and
Obolewicz [46] in their papers.

All in all, this paper proposes a framework for quantifying the risk of time variation
in a project based on Monte Carlo simulation and a probabilistic Time-at-risk analysis. It is
an approach that explicitly quantifies the uncertainty in the duration of the whole project
as well as its individual stages. The possibilities of the proposed approach are explained
using a simple example of the construction of a housing estate in Warsaw-Bemowo, which
was carried out in the period 1999–2012.

7. Patents

Another important practical contribution of this paper is the proprietary investment
project management model (extended by a comprehensive map of investment process
management). On 28 December 2012 it was granted a patent protection in the Patent
Office of the Republic of Poland under the number P-402301, entitled Method of managing
a technical project, particularly a construction investment project. It describes in detail
the development phases of the project life cycle and is an alternative to other models
known from the literature on the subject. The model constitutes an important practical
contribution to the field of construction project management (the model was also elaborated
in a digital version).
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Appendix A

In this section, we provide a more detailed rationale for the relevance of the stages of
investment process.
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Table A1. Proprietary investment process model. Description of all its stages.

Phases/Stages of the
Investment Project Description Cited by Authors

Opportunity study First, an investment opportunity study and a preliminary economic assessment
must be carried out, considering various investment opportunities and project
proposals, which will then be pursued in further steps. An opportunity study is
carried out at the earliest stage of a project. The scope of the study includes an
initial exploration of a project idea or identification of opportunities. Project
ideas in a specific region, for a specific industry or based on available raw
materials are explored.

Behrens and Hawranek [101];
Armaneri [102]; Tamošiūnienė
and Angelov [103].

Participation in local spatial
development plan approvals As part of this stage, the possibilities of preparing, approving and adopting a

local spatial development plan are examined. It is considered that the adoption
of a local spatial development plan should be the starting point for further
investment activities. The next step is to elaborate a number of urban and
architectural concepts, preliminary conceptual studies, as well as provisional,
alternative media requirements for the entire area and for individual
investment tasks.

Leśniak et al. [104];
Sobieraj [9,10,48]

Conceptual stage The conceptual stage is about conceptualising and institutionalising the project’s
design processes. It boils down to the following activities:

- Conceptualisation of the idea behind the project;
- Elaboration of the main goals/objectives and expectations of the initiators;
- Formation of a team of initiators (finding a compromise between the

initiators);
- Identification of the project participants;
- Building the tree of goals of the initiators;
- Formation of the team of initiators;
- Creation of the project charter;
- Elaboration of a detailed project definition and its alternatives;
- Definition of the understanding of project success;
- Definition of the rules for communication and information transfer;
- Search for partners for project implementation (for large projects);
- Elaboration of the concept for a general investment plan.

Tizani [105]; Biliński [45];
Obolewicz [46], Sobieraj [9,10]

Pre-feasibility study For each project, a pre-feasibility study must be carried out specifying how the
project will be implemented, which allows the selection of the final version of
the project. The study ends with the formulation of the final version of the
project feasibility study, covering all technical, economic, commercial and
financial aspects of the investment process. The final version of the project
(feasibility study) is then submitted to banks, potential foreign contractors,
developers and investors to assure them of the future success and expediency of
the intended project. When acquiring the information necessary to prepare both
the feasibility study and the prefeasibility study, particular attention should be
paid to its reliability, timeliness, completeness and usefulness. At this stage the
experience and assistance of the most reputable experts is used, relying on their
specialist knowledge. Therefore, in this phase of the investment process, the
following activities should be carried out:

- Preliminary concept of the functional and utilisation programme;
- Gathering general information for feasibility studies;
- Preparation of the sketches of the investment plan;
- Preparation of the pre-feasibility study;
- Report on the pre-feasibility study;
- Decision on the part of project initiators (after evaluation of the analysis

results) with regard to the commencement of the project implementation;
- Development of a general investment programme;
- Preliminary identification of financing methods for the investment

process;
- Initiation of negotiations with financial institutions on the terms of

financing;
- Obtainment of a financing commitment for the investment activity under

conditions specified in the pre-feasibility study or securing a financing
option after meeting the conditions of the financial institutions.

Escobar-García et al. [106];
Sobieraj [48]; Kim et al. [107]
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Table A1. Cont.

Phases/Stages of the
Investment Project Description Cited by Authors

Implementation planning
stage—phase I Investment planning is such an important element of each investment process

that mistakes made at this stage/phase determine the final project costs (those
that will be known retrospectively when the project is completed) to a greater
extent than those made during project implementation [45,46]. Therefore, each
project should include a separate planning phase, preferably consisting of two
stages, each of which should integrate a number of different activities that
significantly facilitate the implementation of the preparation phase, followed by
the pre-implementation, implementation and investment closure phases [9,10].
The implementation planning stage (phase I) entails:

- Obtainment of necessary approval documents that will allow the
investment process to proceed;

- Initiation of the process of adopting the local spatial development plan
(LSDP); optional solution, provided that more favourable construction
parameters are obtained than in the decision on construction conditions
(also known as individual construction permit);

- Carrying out the procedure for obtaining a decision on building
conditions if the LSDP has not been adopted and it is possible to obtain
more favourable building conditions than those set out in the LSDP;

- Signing memorandum of understanding (MoU) with selected partners
(option);

- Acquisition of property rights if a decision on construction conditions has
been reached or the LSDP is in force and a decision is made on the
implementation of the project. Otherwise, the decision to acquire the title
can be made at a later date, or instead of acquiring the title, a commitment
agreement for the sale of the title may be entered into in the form of a
notarial deed;

- Determination of required qualifications and skills of the project manager
and project team;

- Selection of the project manager responsible for the phase prior to the
implementation of the investment;

- Decision on the method of implementation of the investment process
based on the analysis of the scope and difficulty of the project;

- If necessary, when new information becomes known, possible correction
of the master plan.

Biliński [45]; Ebi [108]
Obolewicz [46]; Sobieraj
[9,10,48]

Implementation planning
stage—phase II The implementation planning stage (phase II) entails:

- Appointment of the project team managers dealing with the project in the
structures of an investor or a substitutive investor;

- Development of a functional-utility programme (final version);
- Decision on the preparation and implementation of a tender;
- Elaboration of the procedure of conducting the competition for an

architectural office (open or restricted call for proposals);
- Preparation and approval of the competition documentation including a

draft contract;
- Selection of the design office (signing a contract);
- Elaboration of detailed architectural concepts as an element of the

tender/competition;
- Selection and approval of the final architectural concept (for the whole

project or its part, if there are several investors);
- Preparation of the land development design;
- Elaboration of the preliminary budget;
- Development of a detailed investment programme.

Biliński [45]; Obolewicz [46];
Sobieraj [9,10,48]
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Table A1. Cont.

Phases/Stages of the
Investment Project Description Cited by Authors

Arrangements stage and
execution of construction
documentation

In the realisation of every project, a strong emphasis should be placed on the
design and execution of construction documentation including a description,
calculations and construction drawings [9,109]. The list of individual tasks to be
completed during this stage is as follows:

- Analysis of the possibility to choose the methods of obtaining permits for
construction works (decision with regards to a building permit or
notification procedure);

- Obtainment of a decision on the conditions for connecting the investment
facility to the existing infrastructure;

- Preparation of a multi-sectoral construction design and accompanying
studies;

- Review of project documentation and submission of comments;
- Preliminary acceptance of the project documentation (construction design)

for filing an application for its approval with the competent authority (in
accordance with the procedure for obtaining a building permit);

- Notification and approval of demolitions;
- Commencement of the procedure for obtaining a building permit;
- Obtainment of a valid building permit decision;
- Preparation of the feasibility study;
- Continuation of talks with financial institutions, funds and exploration of

the possibilities of obtaining funds from the EU, Provincial Fund for
Environmental Protection, National Fund for Environmental Protection,
etc.;

- Verification and updating of the feasibility study.

Elnagar and Yates [98];
Roy et al. [110];
Adriańczyk [109]; Levy [111];
Sobieraj [9,10]

Developing a detailed
investment management map The list of individual tasks to be completed during this stage is as follows:

- Approval of the final composition of the project team and supplementary
training for individual team members;

- Approval of the list of key experts who agreed to cooperate with the
project manager;

- Approval of the building documentation and, if necessary (e.g., new
information emerges, introduction of new requirements, etc.) preparation
of an alternative building documentation—a return to stage 5;

- Verification, updating and approval of a detailed plan for the
implementation of the project (directive schedules, preferably in the form
of a Gantt diagram, bills of quantities, in the form of an annex attached to
the materials supplementing the tender documentation)

- Final assessment of the project manager before starting an
implementation of the project.

Yakura [55]; Kim et al. [112];
Maya [113]; Houston [114];
Sobieraj [9,10]

Obtaining and securing
financing (feasibility study) The obtaining and securing financing stage entails:

- Submission of the feasibility study documentation to financial institutions
(after its verification);

- Negotiations with financial institutions on final funding terms;
- Approval of the final feasibility study;
- Conclusion of investment financing agreements or obtainment of

investment financing stand-by agreements.

Strzelecka et al. [81];
Sobieraj [48]

Executing executive
documentation

- Elaboration on an executive design by the design office or, possibly at a
later stage, by the general contractor (after its selection);

- Submission of comments and amendments with regards to the executive
documentation;

- Incorporation of the observations and amendments to the project
documentation by the project office (design office).

Biliński [45]; Sobieraj [9,10]
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Table A1. Cont.

Phases/Stages of the
Investment Project Description Cited by Authors

Selecting of general
contractor(s) and verification
of executive documentation

This stage involves:

- Selection of the method of conducting the competition for the general
contractor of construction works (open or closed competition);

- Preparation and approval of competition materials together with a
detailed contract draft(s);

- Multi-stage tender (competition) for the selection of a general contractor
(or general contractors), under the conditions—enabling the elimination
of poor companies with bad financial condition (every candidate entity is
obliged to prepare a substantive and financial schedule of the project or
part of the project consistent with the tender specifications);

- Multiple comments on the documentation and proposals for replacement
solutions submitted by tender participants and replies to them made by
the project design office

- Negotiation of the contract with potential general contractors and
obtainment of bank guarantee promises by the finalists of the tender;

- Selection of the general contractor or, in the case of larger projects, more
than one or even several general contractors;

- Signing a contract with the general contractor(s);
- Approval of the executive project plans or individual stages of the project

if partial acceptance of the executive documentation is stipulated in the
contract terms (for all sectors according to the time schedule).

Sobieraj [9,10]

Project implementation stage At this stage, the efficiency of project (contract) management directly influences
the smooth implementation of each objective [115,116]. Project implementation
stage includes:

- Appointment of a team of supervisors for the whole undertaking;
- Appointment of site manager(s);
- Establishment of the site’s organisational structure by the site manager;
- Preparation of the Health and Safety Plan (HSP) for each construction site;
- Submitting a declaration of taking up the site manager’s position to the

District Construction Supervision Inspectorate;
- Notification about demolition (construction site) to the National

Construction Supervision Inspectorate;
- Establishment of the demolition log (development of a technology and

organisation scheme for dismantling/demolition, if required);
- Establishment of the construction log;
- Filing a declaration by the head of the team of supervision inspectors on

undertaking supervision to the District Construction Supervision
Inspectorate;

- Registration of the construction log in the municipality’s local architecture
and construction department;

- Registration of the functions of site manager and investor’s supervision
inspectors in the construction logbook;

- Commencement of declared demolition/construction works;
- Geodetic demarcation of the facility/construction site including

surveyor’s entry in the construction log with a graphic attachment;
- Indication of the place of supply of the utilities (by the investor) for the

entire duration of the construction works;
- Protocolar introduction of the contractor to the construction site;
- Preparatory work for the demolition/construction process according to

the approved site development plan;
- Development by the occupational health and safety (OHS) coordinator of

a detailed safety plan for construction site works (for
each construction site);

- Implementation of a detailed OHS plan;
- Approval by the health and safety coordinator of the compliance of the

site preparation/demolition work with regard to occupational health and
safety (OHS);

- Acceptance of preparatory works by the site manager and investor’s
supervision;

- Implementation of organisational, technological and workshop projects
by professional contractors;

- Approval of organisational, technological designs and acceptance of them
for implementation by the site manager and investor supervision;

- Verification of the completeness and validity of the project documentation
forwarded to the general contractor;

Zhao-xia [115]; Yan and
Chen [116]; Sobieraj [9,10]
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- Development by the general contractor of a comprehensive organisational
and technological approach to construction processes;

- Launch of the project implementation and common parts of the project
infrastructure as a whole;

- Implementation processes of the demolition/construction/works;
- Updates of the time schedules during the implementation of works;
- Project Implementation Management involving: strategic project

management (for projects lasting more than 5 years), operational project
management (for projects lasting between 3 and 5 years), scope
management, project documentation management, value management,
quality management, cost management, financial management, risk
management, time management, site management, change management,
procurement management, resource management, communication
management, human resources management, stakeholder management,
graphic design management, safety management (OSH), environmental
and sustainable development management, configuration management,
knowledge management, and integration management.;

- Monitoring, control and coordination of the entire project.

Commissioning stage Many projects go well until they enter the commissioning phase and then even
comparatively minor problems can cause a disproportionate amount of trouble
and delay [117]. This stage involves the following steps:

- Notification of subcontractors/suppliers about their readiness for
technical acceptance of works/services performed;

- Preparation of technical acceptance protocol(s);
- Signing of the final acceptance of works protocol between the general

contractor and subcontractors with a clause on the conditions of final
acceptance of all construction works by the investor/substitute investor;

- Procedures for notification by the general contractor towards final
acceptance by the investor;

- Examination by the general contractor of the completeness of the work
performed and the correctness/completeness of the collected acceptance
documents;

- Site manager’s entry in the construction log indicating preparedness of
commissioned works for final acceptance;

- Confirmation in the form of an official entry into the construction logbook
with regards to the preparedness of the commissioned works for
acceptance by the investor’s supervision inspectors;

- Establishment of the final acceptance committee;
- Activities performed by the final acceptance committee;
- Establishment of a deadline for the removal of defects by the general

contractor;
- Preparation of the list of errors/defects/faults encountered during the

investment process;
- Final settlement between the general contractor and

subcontractors/suppliers;
- Final financial settlement of the contract;
- Completion of the documentation for the operation permit application or,

if such a permit is not required—notification to the District Construction
Supervision Inspectorate about the completion of construction works;

- Verification of the completeness of collected documents and submission
of the application (with a set of annexes) for an operation permit;

- Analysis of the application and attached documents by the District
Construction Supervision Inspectorate;

- Construction site inspection (or its lack) by the District Construction
Supervision Inspectorate;

- Issuance of the operation permit;
- Legal validity of the operation permit decision.

Barnes [118]; Covey et al.
[117]; Połoński [82]; Baryłka
and Baryłka [83]; Sobieraj
[9,10]
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Evaluation stage of obtaining
results and effects of the
project (1st phase of project
closing)

This stage addresses the following activities:

- General contractor’s analysis of the parameters/results established by the
investor following project launch;

- Measurements, analyses and results achieved during this stage;
- Evaluation of the achieved results;
- Comparison of the achieved results with the parameters established in the

conceptual stage and approved in the final version of the project directed
to implementation;

- Conclusions and recommendations on the basis of the achieved results;
- Analysis—verification of the results obtained by the investor (i.e., the type

and quality of added value obtained);
- Comments, suggestions and decisions made by the investor following the

performance analysis;
- In case of unsatisfactory results, an investigation should be initiated

between the investor and the general contractor;
- Where necessary, implementation of corrective procedures;
- Re-examination of the results following corrective procedures;
- In case of a satisfactory result, an application for the financial settlement

of the completed stage (return of the contract performance bond and 50%
of the quality/performance bond with regards to the construction works)
or in case of a negative result, a legal action.

Trocki and Wyrozębski [119];
Sobieraj [9,10]

Phase of drawing up
proposals for future
implementation after Project
Closure Phase I

This project closure (Phase I) involves:

- Archiving of all analytical results;
- Statistical analysis of the achieved results;
- Preparation of the list of errors/defects/faults encountered during the

investment process;
- Preparation of the facility card containing all facility parameters,

including financial parameters that can be used for comparisons when
creating pre-feasibility studies for similar facilities;

- Implementation of investment process correction procedures for similar
facilities.

Trocki and Wyrozębski [119];
Sobieraj [9,10]

Initial operation stage
(usually 3 years of warranty
and guarantee)

The initial operation stage requires:

- Inspection of the general contractor’s compliance with the instructions for
the use and operation of the facility

- Approval of the instructions by the investor and application of any
changes/amendments that have occurred during 3 years of operation;

- Investor’s decision as to how to administer the undertaking (sale of the
facility, lease/rental, own investment)

- Appointment of the facility administrator;
- Establishment of the facility logbook;
- Instructions for the facility administrator;
- Implementation of the facility operation procedures;
- Periodic reports prepared by the facility administrator;
- Report verification.

Biliński [45]; Zabielski [79];
Grzywiński [78];
Sobieraj [9,10]

The stage of final evaluation
of the results and effects of the
project (II stage of project
closing)

This stage involves the following activities:

- General contractor’s analysis of the parameters/results established by the
investor when launching the project (assuming full production capacity);

- Update of the schedule for achieving the target indicators;
- Detailed plan of the nodal points, whose passage will be followed by

measurements and analyses, i.e., after 3, 5, 7, 10 years;
- Re-audit which should be conducted by the investor;
- Projections concerning target results, performed on the basis of the

stage results;
- Measurements and analysis of the completed production/service process;
- Evaluation of the achieved results;
- Comparison of the achieved results with the parameters established in the

conceptual stage and approved in the final version of the project directed
to implementation;

- Conclusions and recommendations on the basis of the achieved results
- Analysis-verification of the achieved results by the investor;
- Investor’s decisions following results analysis;

Trocki and Wyrozębski [119];
Sobieraj [9,10]
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- In case of unsatisfactory results, an investigation should be initiated
between the investor and the general contractor;

- Where necessary, implementation of corrective procedures;
- Re-examination of the results following corrective procedures;
- In case of a satisfactory result, an application for the financial settlement

of the completed stage or in case of a negative result, a court action (or a
discount/compensation granted by the general contractor).

Phase of drawing up
proposals for future
implementation after Phase II
of the project closure

This stage involves:

- Archiving of all analytical results;
- Statistical analysis of the achieved results;
- Preparation of the list of errors/defects/faults encountered during the

investment process;
- Preparation of the facility card containing all facility parameters,

including financial parameters that can be used for comparisons when
creating pre-feasibility studies for similar facilities;

- Implementation of the investment process correction procedures for
similar facilities.

Trocki and Wyrozębski [119];
Sobieraj [9,10]

Table A2. Different schedule management techniques—practitioners’ perspective.

Method Descriptions Authors

Critical Path Method
(CPM)

The planning method most commonly used in large construction
projects is the critical path method (CPM). CPM is based on the
assumption that the completion of each activity depends on a few
critical resources or constraints. Because of the critical importance of
boundary conditions, project managers study CPM as part of their
project management certification (PMP). For this reason, it is also the
legal standard for measuring delays when project-related disputes
arise. CPM creates a graphical view of a project and calculates how
much time and resources are needed to complete each activity. It also
determines the critical activities that need attention to ensure the
project is completed on time.

Yamin and Harmelink [11];
East [12]; Galloway [120]

Program Evaluation and
Review Technique (PERT)

PERT is one of the most accessible tools for building design and
scheduling. It provides a visual representation of the key project
activities and the order in which they must be completed. Each of these
steps represents the commitment of time or resources. The diagram can
be thought of as a roadmap for the completion of the project; only
when all milestones have been reached has the building project reached
its final phase. PERT Diagrams are often built from back to front, as
many projects have a pre-determined deadline, but contractors have
some flexibility in the early phases and stages of the project [9,10].

Kirytopoulos et al. [93];
Liu [121]; Sobieraj [9,10];
Galloway [120]

Critical Chain Project
Management (CCPM)

Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) was developed by
Goldratt [122]. This method emphasises the appropriate use of
resources required to complete project tasks, i.e., people, equipment
and physical space. In contrast to more traditional methods such as
CPM or PERT (which take into account task sequencing and rigid
scheduling), the CCPM method relies on resource alignment, which of
course involves some flexibility in their allocation (as well as in start
times). In other words, the appropriate use of resources plays a key role
in the CCPM method.
With the critical chain method (CCM), one can perform an analysis of
the scheduling network, addressing dependencies between tasks,
resource availability and appropriate buffers. Thus, the CCM allows for
better (more efficient) planning (scheduling) when the execution of
project tasks is accompanied by some uncertainty related to resource
management, namely to their availability or constraints.

Goldratt [122]
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Line of Balance (LOB)

LOB is a construction scheduling tool that relies on thoughtful
planning of projects through repeated iterations. It is a management
control process where the project contains blocks of repetitive work
activities. LOB collects, measures and presents information in terms of
time, cost and completion and compares it to a specific plan. It helps
identify where projects are going off track by identifying the specific
moments when deviations occur. It reflects project objectives as a single
line on a chart in terms of completed activities/time that teams are
expected to adhere to in order to stay on track.

Arditi and Albulak [22];
Arditi et al. [24];
Soini et al. [26];
Tokdemir et al. [23];
Damci et al. [25]

Q Scheduling

Q Scheduling Quantitative scheduling is a planning approach that uses
a bar chart to indicate the quantities of materials that will be used at
different locations and times during the project. This type of
scheduling allows companies to clearly see the amount and type of
material needed at different times and places. It also includes a
hierarchical component so that staff and managers can see what
materials they need at what time, order them accordingly, carry out the
activities/tasks in the right order and not disrupt the work of
others—all while controlling costs.

Sulbaran and Ahmed [28];
Majumder et al. [27]

Resource Oriented
Scheduling

Resource Oriented Scheduling method focuses on project resources,
prioritising the most efficient use of those resources. As limited
resources increase the likelihood of delays due to different teams
fighting over them. Without a smart approach to determine who gets
them and when, a construction company may be powerless to
prioritise. A resource-driven schedule takes into account everyone who
needs the resources in advance and then assigns them to an orderly use
throughout the project.

Trimble [29];
Venkatesh et al. [30]

Last Planner System

The Last Planner system is a short-term collaborative planning process,
and in this sense, it is not a typical construction scheduling tool
compared to other techniques. Even though it is not a stand-alone tool,
it can be used well with planning techniques such as CPM. LPS brings
together those who will do the work (the team) to plan when and how
the work will be done through a series of conversational processes.
This allows teams to assess and remove likely obstacles in advance,
promoting the timely completion of each task.

AlSehaimi et al. [31];

Gantt Chart

A Gantt Chart is a type of bar chart that encourages stakeholders to
structure the project with several levels of detail and consider
dependencies between tasks [32]. Gant Charts help them estimate the
duration of the project and identify the critical path to take during
construction. A Gantt chart is a bar chart used to illustrate a project
schedule, that includes some milestones, and it is not as detailed as a
full CPM. It normally includes start/end dates of activities and a
summary of activities of a project. However, it lacks the complexity of
more comprehensive approaches and doesn’t include the resources or
materials needed to complete it. Gantt Charts are excellent for creating
a hierarchy among projects, showing which ones require immediate
attention and which must be completed before other, dependent
projects can follow.

Maylor [33]; Geraldi and
Lechter [32];
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